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Foreword

the Future of renewable natural gas (rng, aka biomethane)
and hydrogen in a decarbonised world

There is nothing quite as powerful as uniting around a common cause. In recent years, we 
have witnessed the devastating and intensifying manifestations of climate change across 
the world. from extreme heat and droughts to powerful storms and floods, the impacts of 
climate change are becoming more visible and increasingly, more financially punitive.

 
solving this existential threat will test our ability to rapidly evolve as we collectively search for both 
near-term and longer-term green energy solutions. and while the path forward is neither simple nor 
obvious, there are plenty of commercially viable examples of the energy transition in action – today 
– and in all corners of the world.
 
renewable natural gas (rng) and Hydrogen (and specifically, the combination of the two) 
offer a promising pathway to a net zero carbon future – particularly in sectors proving difficult to 
decarbonise such as heavy-duty transportation, aviation, shipping and industrial manufacturing.

Continued >
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Foreword Continued

over the past 100-plus years, many nations have invested in safe, resilient, reliable and 
affordable gas pipeline networks that span continents, delivering energy to homes and businesses. 
Decarbonising and repurposing this sector represents both a monumental challenge and an 
incredible opportunity to innovate and deliver cleaner energy solutions, quickly.

while there is a common understanding that the future will become increasingly more dependent on 
clean electricity derived from renewable sources such as solar, wind, hydroelectric and geothermal – 
there is also the growing realisation that limitations in the energy storage, density and distribution of 
electricity will require the partnership and flexibility offered by gaseous energy.

There is very little doubt that the future of energy is green and ultimately, renewable. The immediate 
challenge, however, is to leverage existing energy networks to work synergistically with green 
energy sources, to accelerate the transition to a lower-carbon future. using proven networks and 
technologies, rng and Hydrogen represent a commercially viable – and available – pathway to net 
zero. now that’s a cause common to us all.

dr tej gidda
global Leader, Future energy
ghd
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deCarBonising gas
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To reach net zero by 2050, the uK must decarbonise all sectors of the economy. energy supply represents the second largest emitter of greenhouse 
gases by sector, accounting for 21% of the uK’s annual emissions.

In 2019, the uK consumed 1,740 Twh of fuel to meet its energy (and non-energy) needs – of which 29% was supplied by natural gas:
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deCarBonising gas
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Four deCarBonisation oPtions For the gas networK

55%

3%
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1)  reduce total energy demand 
Total energy demand decreased by 1% between 2018 and 2019.  
government grants have been offered to reduce gas demand by improving  
home insulation and energy efficiency. 

2)  reduce electricity generation via gas-fuelled  
power plants 
approximately one third of all natural gas consumed in the uK is used to  
generate electricity. scaling up the uK’s capacity to generate renewable  
electricity (e.g., wind and solar) can significantly cut total natural gas demand.

3)  electrification 
The installation of new gas systems are starting to be phased out by  
government. newly constructed homes will be fitted with electric heating  
and cooking systems from 2025, and further policy is set to provide grants to  
support the replacement of existing gas boilers with electric alternatives.

however…
excluding electricity generation, the uK 
used over 600 Twh of gas to heat homes 
and fuel industry in 2019 – representing 
a fifth of total energy consumed per year. 
replacing all these gas systems with electric 
alternatives would be highly expensive, 
disruptive and would realistically take 
decades to complete. 

deCarBonising gas
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oPtion 4: green gas

17%
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while improvements in energy efficiency and electrification are vital for the decarbonisation of the gas sector, they are 
unlikely to be the whole solution. To reach net zero, the uK must increase the production and use of green gas. The 
term green gas typically refers to:

Biomethane, Ch4
also known as renewable natural gas (rng)

•  Produced through the recycling of organic wastes via anaerobic 
digestion (aD)

•  acts as a direct substitute for natural gas
•  Compatible with all existing gas infrastructure and appliances
•  Can be used to create green hydrogen 

hydrogen, h2

•  Can be produced via multiple technologies where the sustainability 
depends on the technology deployed (Blue / green / grey / Bio 
hydrogen)

•  requires existing gas infrastructure to be upgraded to be compatible 
with hydrogen

•  Can be used to upgrade biogas to biomethane  

flexibleh

h

C hh hh

deCarBonising gas
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oPtion 4: green gas
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By scaling up green gas 
production, the uK can 
decarbonise the gas network, 
necessary to deliver the net 
zero by 2050 target. 
 
In the report’s balanced scenario, the uK’s 
gas demand can be delivered through the low 
carbon production of biomethane (193 Twh) 
and hydrogen (236 Twh), in combination with a 
reduction to total energy demand. 

Biomethane production and utilisation is already 
technology ready – capacity can be increased 
immediately with the development of additional 
aD plants, treating more of society’s organic 
wastes. 

findings from the Pathways to net Zero: Decarbonising the gas networks in great Britain (2019)

gas supply and demand ■ natural gas
■ Biomethane
■ Hydrogen

2020
>600 twh 
per year

2050
430 twh 
per year
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oPtion 4: green gas
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natural gas demand can be entirely phased out by 2050 and replaced by green gases.
 
as a ready to use gas, biomethane offers immediate carbon savings; at full potential, aDBa modelling demonstrates that the  
aD industry can cut total uK emissions by 6%. This gives the uK time to scale up the hydrogen sector, enabling innovation to  
tackle the key practical and commercial barriers to hydrogen production and utilisation.

It is unlikely that hydrogen will play a significant role within the energy mix within the next 10-15 years.

■ Biomethane
■ Hydrogen
■ natural gas

g
as
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em

an
d

2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

declining total gas demand
• Increasing energy efficiencies
•  using other renewable technologies to 

generate electricity hydrogen 
ramp up post-2030

maximise biomethane production
with the correct policy, the aD industry 
can deliver its full potential by 2030
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ProduCing hydrogen

Fundamentally, there are two ways to produce hydrogen gas at scale: 
The sustainability of these methods depends on the source of input molecules and technology installed.

Biogas insights 2 hydrogen Biomethane & hydrogen Two green gases, one fuTure ProduCing green gas

1) Converting methane into hydrogen and  
carbon dioxide via steam reformation

Ch4

Methane
h2

Hydrogen

Co2

Carbon 
dioxide

+
steam 

reformation

sustainability dependent on:
Fossil methane or biomethane?

Co2 emitted or permanently stored?

2) splitting water into hydrogen and  
oxygen gas via electrolysis 

h2o
water

h2

Hydrogen
o2

oxygen+
electrolysis

sustainability dependent on:
Fossil-fuelled or renewable electricity, 

surplus to requirement?
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h2 ProduCtion: using naturaL gas
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each of these different pathways has been given a specific name, representing their sustainability and origin:

Ch4

fossil natural gas +

if released to atmosphere

Co2

Carbon dioxide
h2

Hydrogen = grey 
hydrogen

Carbon 
positive

Ch4

fossil natural gas +

if captured and permanently stored

Co2

Carbon dioxide
h2

Hydrogen = Blue
hydrogen

Carbon 
neutral

Vast quantities of hydrogen can be produced from natural gas by breaking it down into its elemental components.  
However, hydrogen gas can only decarbonise the gas sector if the carbon dioxide gas is captured and stored – i.e. blue hydrogen. 

grey hydrogen is not the solution, releasing just as much carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as fossil natural gas. 
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h2 ProduCtion: using Biomethane
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each of these different pathways has been given a specific name, representing their sustainability and origin:

Ch4

Biomethane +Co2

Carbon dioxide
h2

Hydrogen = Bio-
hydrogen

Carbon 
negative

If captured and 
permanently stored = Bio-

hydrogen

with 
additional 
carbon 
removal

Biomethane can provide the renewable source of methane. If organic wastes (e.g. food waste, sewage, farm waste) are digested 
via aD, carbon negative biomethane can be produced. In turn, this can be converted to carbon negative bio-hydrogen.

Carbon capture and storage (CCs) is not necessary to make low carbon hydrogen. However, by integrating CCs into the 
process, bio-hydrogen production can actively reverse emissions – removing atmospheric carbon from the biosphere.

+
Biomethane and natural gas 
are chemically identical – both 
methane gas, both can be 
converted to hydrogen gas. 
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h2 ProduCtion: using eLeCtriCity
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each of these different pathways has been given a specific name, representing its sustainability and origin:

h2o
water +o2

oxygen
h2

Hydrogen = green 
hydrogen

Carbon 
neutral/  
negative

This process is only deemed ‘green’ if renewable electricity is used. 

The capacity to produce green hydrogen is determined by the capacity to generate renewable 
electricity. However, as sectors increasingly electrify systems, more renewable electricity will be 
required. 

future producers of green hydrogen will likely contend with the opposing differing demand for gas 
versus electricity – would the renewable electricity be more valuable as green hydrogen or green 
electricity?

green hydrogen refers to hydrogen 
gas produced via renewable methods, and 
so both steam reformation of biomethane 
and electrolysis of water using renewable 
electricity may be called “green”.
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the greenest hydrogen
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grey 
hydrogen

High emissions
non-renewable

Blue 
hydrogen

Zero emissions
non-renewable

green 
hydrogen

Zero emissions
renewable

Bio-
hydrogen

negative 
emissions

renewable

By using biomethane derived from organic wastes and residues
By capturing and storing the carbon dioxide
By using renewable energy to power the entire process

…the greenest hydrogen can be created.

This bio-hydrogen would actively remove carbon from the atmosphere, while also avoiding emissions from the 
mismanagement of wastes and from the use of fossil energy. 

This bio-hydrogen would be completely renewable, dependent only on the collection of unavoidable organic wastes.
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Cost oF ProduCtion
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Currently, hydrogen gas is at least six times more expensive than fossil natural gas. However, the cost of these two 
gases is forecast to become level within the next 10 years. Kayfeci et al (2019) https://bit.ly/2srJjms explore 
the current cost of hydrogen production based on the various pathways:

grey 
hydrogen

Production cost =  
$2.1 per kg hydrogen

Blue 
hydrogen

green 
hydrogen

Production cost = 
$2.3 per kg hydrogen

wind: Production cost = $6.0 per kg hydrogen
solar PV: Production cost =  
$5.8 - 23.3 per kg hydrogen

Bio-hydrogen
similar production costs: By injecting biomethane into 
the gas grid, it can be used in grey/ blue hydrogen 
production sites. Biomethane certificates can track the 
utilisation of this green gas.

electrolysers are currently very expensive (~$1.2million 
per Mw) driving up the high cost of production. However, 
as technological advances bring their cost down and as 
demand for hydrogen grows, green hydrogen production 
is increasingly commercially viable.
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Cost oF ProduCtion

another study (CarbonCommentary, 2017) https://bit.ly/3zsptb6 explored the total capital and operation 
cost of hydrogen production via electrolysis:

£/mwh of electricity used

■ Capex
■ opex
■ electricity

£24 £14

£4

0.8 mwh 
green hydrogen

electrolysis

an electrolyser with 
an efficiency of 80% 
would yield 0.8 Mwh 
of hydrogen from 1 
Mwh of electricity – 
at a total cost of £42. 

over half the total cost of green hydrogen production is related to the cost of 
electricity. as Capex decreases over time, this proportion will only increase. 

if excess renewable electricity is used the cost of green 
hydrogen production drastically falls.  
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energy transition
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To deliver net zero by 2050, the network requires deep-rooted change,  
from energy producers to users. 

decentralising green gas production:
• Thousands of aD plants can generate biomethane or bio-hydrogen
• wind and solar farms can use renewable electricity to form green hydrogen
•  existing natural gas plants can be converted to blue hydrogen production plants, using 

emptied gas fields to store captured Co2.

upgrading green gas transmission:
•  while the existing gas network is compatible with biomethane, much of it is not yet hydrogen-

compatible. replacing pipelines can ensure the grid is compatible with both green gases.

replacing and converting equipment:
•  all gas boilers will need to be replaced or modified to be hydrogen compatible. 
•  new gas vehicles, fuelled by either biomethane or hydrogen, and refuelling stations will  

need to be installed.
•  off grid housing will need new heating systems, replacing oil or coal with green gas or electricity.
• all developments will need to improve energy efficiencies to reduce total gas demand. 

energy transition
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energy transition
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scaling up hydrogen production and use simultaneously is tricky 
– what comes first?
 

• without supply, why convert gas boilers?
• without end-users, why produce hydrogen?

Moreover, hydrogen is difficult to store at scale. It is not feasible to produce 
hydrogen and wait until consumers are ready to use it.  

energy transition
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green gas ComPatiBiLity
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h

h

C hh hh
Ch4

Biomethane
h2

hydrogen

Biomethane to hydrogen 
via steam reformation

Hydrogen to biomethane
or biomethanation

as previously demonstrated, biomethane can be converted to renewable hydrogen.
But, hydrogen can also be used to produce more biomethane…

energy transition
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green gas ComPatiBiLity
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Biomethane and hydrogen are highly compatible. each gas can be converted to the other using existing technology.
aD produces biogas composed of ~60% biomethane and ~40% bio-Co2. when mixed together, hydrogen binds 
with the bio-Co2 to form more biomethane – this process is known as ‘biomethanisation’:

Co2

Carbon dioxide

Ch4

Biomethane

Biogas

+ = Ch4

Biomethane
h2

Hydrogen

Hydrogen can be used to increase 
biomethane production, as its own 
production and demand scales 
up. Biomethane is ready to use in 
all existing gas networks; ready to 
decarbonise the gas grid immediately. 

these green gases can work together to meet the future energy demand – 
whether that is in the form of hydrogen or biomethane.

energy transition
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BaLanCing the energy networK
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to deliver net zero, the uK must significantly scale up its capacity to generate renewable 
electricity. intermittent generators, such as wind and solar, will likely play a central role. 

By their nature, electricity generation from wind and solar is determined by the weather, not by electricity demand. as their installed capacity increases, 
there will increasingly be periods in which electricity generation exceeds demand - particularly during sunny and windy days over the summer, when 
total electricity demand is typically lower. These conditions can result in negative energy pricing – i.e., consumers are paid to use electricity.

For example:
26-27th may 2019

This period alone cost the national grid 
electricity system operator (eso) more than 
£6.6 million to balance the network.

energy transition
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BaLanCing the energy networK
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Balancing the energy network is therefore necessary to keep energy prices steady  
and to ensure electricity is consistently supplied. 

The following outlines ways to balance the network:

1)  turn off renewable electricity generators when supply exceeds demand. 
However, this essentially wastes renewable electricity which could have been generated.

2) install large battery arrays to store electricity.
 
3)  generate green hydrogen using excess electricity.  

This could be used to upgrade biogas to biomethane. Biomethane is relatively easy to store –  
it can be compressed or liquefied within containers – or, it can be injected into the national gas grid.

the gas grid acts like a giant battery, storing energy and delivering wherever required. 

energy transition
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PoLiCy
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The demand for fossil natural gas must be reduced and replaced, if the uK is to meet its net zero target.  
accounting for a third of all energy used, the scale of this task must not be underestimated. all technologies capable 
of decarbonising the gas network must be deployed and integrated. However, at present, hydrogen appears to be 
seen as the silver bullet technology:

hydrogen = major government backing  
Prominently identified within the government’s ten point plan, scaling up hydrogen production is central to their decarbonisation 
strategy. To support industry growth, £240 million has been allocated to the net Zero Hydrogen fund, with the ambition to unlock 
over £4 billion of private investment by 2030. 

Biomethane = under ambitious government targets 
while the government aims to triple biomethane injection to the grid by 2030, supported in part by the new green gas support 
scheme (ggss), the aD industry recognises far more green gas could be produced. Moreover, policy is currently focused solely 
on energy generation. This means key feedstocks are not being digested (e.g. manures and slurries), missing the wider carbon 
savings available from an aD sector operating at full potential. aDBa conservatively estimates over 54 Twh of biomethane could 
be produced, cutting annual uK emissions by 6% by 2030. we have >£5bn private capital ready to come into the sector and 
could deploy full potential by 2030.

PoLiCy

h

h

C hh

hh
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PoLiCy
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other policy gaps:

Carbon must be better accounted for in markets 
again, much of the current policy focuses on energy generation, not carbon savings. aD is able to cut emissions in multiple ways: 
(i) avoiding emissions from rotting wastes in landfill; (ii) displacing fossil fuels; (iii) displacing artificial fertilisers; and (iv) returning 
carbon to soils for sequestration. Pricing carbon would promote the better management of all organic wastes – supporting the 
installation of sustainable technology and optimising carbon savings through the system. 

Cohesive policy across hydrogen and biomethane industries.  
Policy seems to view biomethane and hydrogen as opposing technologies. However, the government must recognise the 
compatibility between the two green gases, unlocking the full benefits on offer when these systems work together. Both gases are 
highly adaptable, capable of meeting the hard-to-predict energy demands of the future.

PoLiCy
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Case studies

2g energy Hydrogen/biomethane CHPs
advanced Biofuel solutions Hydrogen production from waste
north west energy 

Hydrogen production and use at scale
 

and hydrogen Cluster  
scottishPower green hydrogen production
thyssenkrupp green hydrogen production
microbenergy Power to gas (P2g)

Case studies
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2g energy

2g energy develop ChP engines which are compatible with 
both hydrogen and biomethane. their technology provides a 
seamless transition to the shared future of these green gases. 

almost every aD plant operating in the uK has installed an on-site Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP) engine(s), exporting renewable electricity to the grid and/or providing heat and power to 
the digester. as hydrogen supply and demand scales up, aD plant operators have the opportunity 
to adapt and enhance renewable energy output. 

for example, to prevent excess renewable electricity from being wasted, it can be used to 
generate green hydrogen. an aD plant then has the opportunity to blend this renewable hydrogen 
with biogas, to increase energy potential from their 2g energy CHP engine. These complimentary 
technologies ensure aD plants are futureproof and are capable of optimising the utilisation of 
renewable energy.

Continued >
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2g energy

Kirkwall airport:
•  with Doosen Babcock, 2g energy is bringing their 100% hydrogen CHP technology to the 

uK. The zero carbon agenitor 404 system is installed at the airport of Kirkwall on the scottish 
Islands of orkney.

•  renewable energy is supplied by eMeC to deliver an efficient and comprehensive energy 
solution.

•  The new H2-CHP is connected to the orkney airport to support the main airport buildings 
with carbon free energy.

haßfurt, germany:
•  an exemplar municipality delivering 100% green electricity, integrating Power to gas (P2g) 

and hydrogen CHP systems.
•  The first hydrogen-based and Co2-free storage chain for renewable electricity has been 

implemented in municipal practice.
•  The installed CHP is an agenitor 406 H2 from 2g with an electrical output of 140 kw 

operated with hydrogen.
•  Haßfurt boasts numerous awards including the Bavarian energy Prize in 2018 and being 

named as the “Pearl of the energy revolution” by the Heinrich Böll foundation.
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adVanCed BioFueL soLutions 

advanced Biofuel solutions (aBsL) owns and operates a 
plant in swindon where they convert household waste into 
renewable synthetic natural gas (bio-sng). adapting the 
wood’s Vesta technology deployed allows the facility to switch 
between biohydrogen and bio-sng production on demand. 

This flexibility will allow the plant to supply hydrogen projects as the market develops.  
overall, the plant is able to:

•  Treat 8,000 tonnes of household waste per year.
•  generate 22 gwh of grid quality (bio-sng) - equivalent to 2.2 million cubic metres  

of natural gas, enough to fuel 75 HgVs.
•  Produce 6,000 tonnes of bio-Co2 which is liquified and sold for use in industry.  

The Co2 gas also meets the specification for injection into long term sequestration. 
•  after allowing for the negative emissions from long term storage of Co2, each Mwh of  

bio-sng produced by the plant results in greenhouse gas savings of 400kg. 

Continued >
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adVanCed BioFueL soLutions 

aBsL is developing a follow-on project at the Protos site in Cheshire that will produce more than 
300gwh of bio-sng or biohydrogen. aBsL, university College London (uCL) and wood have 
recently been awarded a £250,000 grant from Innovate uK to produce high purity biohydrogen 
for fuel cell electric vehicles at the swindon plant. 

The project focuses on purifying a slipstream of syngas from this facility to meet the stringent 
specification for proton electron membrane fuel cells. The hydrogen would then be compressed 
and transferred to tube trailers that will take it to hydrogen refuelling stations for use in buses and 
other hydrogen vehicles.  

 “Converting waste into biohydrogen results in larger GHG savings than any other pathway 
and has a lowest environmental impact. The work at Swindon and Protos will bring this 

technology to market and help the UK deliver on its net zero commitment.”  
andy Cornell, Ceo of aBsL
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hynet northwest

the north west energy and hydrogen Cluster is backed 
by industry and regional leaders, as well as the north 
west hydrogen alliance, featuring shell, Cadent and mott 
macdonald. 

estimates suggest the cluster, which spans across the Manchester, Liverpool and Cheshire areas, 
will deliver 33,000 jobs, over £4bn investment and save 10 million tonnes of carbon per year. 
By 2030, the north west cluster aims to become the uK’s first net zero carbon industrial cluster 
thanks to £72 million in funding. The following details some of the projects included within the 
wider northwest energy and Hydrogen Cluster:

from 2025, hynet will produce, store and distribute hydrogen at scale. The projects 
also seeks to convert the region into a hydrogen hub, developing a cluster of individual businesses 
which utilise hydrogen and exchange ideas/resources. In total, Hynet aims to provide almost 
50% of the total hydrogen the uK will need to meet net zero targets.

Continued >
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hynet northwest

Project Vanguard:
•  Vanguard will provide a central hydrogen fuelling station for the Local authority  

(Cheshire east Council) and storengy uK fleet vehicles. 
• This will reduce the council’s and storengy’s diesel use by more than 10,000 litres per year. 
• They represent the first green H2 station in the north west. 
•  Installed at the ansa environmental services depot in Middlewich, this project contributes to 

Cheshire east’s target of net zero by 2025.

the Protos Plant:
•  The Protos Plant represents a cluster of plants capable of extracting energy from different 

wastes – such as unrecyclable waste plastic into hydrogen and mixed solid waste into syngas. 
•  The ultimate goal is to generate at least 140 megawatts (Mw) of low-carbon heat and 

electricity each year, which could power more than 250,000 homes.
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sCottishPower

scottishPower now supplies 100% renewable electricity generated by uK wind and solar 
farms. they are committed to helping the uK decarbonise and reach its net zero targets 
while appreciating the difficulty of certain sectors to decarbonise. 

as scottishPower scales up its renewable electricity 
capacity, they are installing electrolysers to ensure 
that energy surplus to demand can be used to 
produce green hydrogen. They aim to work with a 
broad range of industries – including steel works, 
distilleries, heavy-duty transport and businesses 
across the food and drink sector – to deliver this 
green hydrogen and decarbonise the gas network. 
The project below represent firsts for scottishPower’s 
new green Hydrogen Business, launched in 
December 2020. 

‘green Hydrogen for scotland’ will carry out projects 
that ensure a zero emission fuel is readily available. Continued >
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sCottishPower

whitelee:
The whitelee project, which is expected to be operational by 2023, will be the uK’s largest green 
hydrogen plant. Behind this project is The green Hydrogen for scotland partnership, which 
comprises scottishPower, BoC, and ITM Power. This partnership is continuing to explore the options 
for developing hydrogen technology in scotland as it moves away from reliance on fossil fuels.

•  The plant consists of a 20 Mw electrolyser, built by sheffield-based engineering firm ITM 
Power and operated by BoC. The plant also utilises additional electricity from a combined 
solar and storage facility, measured at 40Mw and 50Mw respectively.

•  The whitelee plant could benefit glasgow City Council as well as the surrounding local 
authorities and industries as they transition to a zero emissions vehicle fleet, using only 
electric and hydrogen-powered vehicles by the end of 2029.

“With all eyes set to be on Glasgow later this year as the city hosts the UN’s 26th climate 
change conference, COP26, it’s fantastic to be making this next important step towards 

delivering green hydrogen for Glasgow.” 
Barry Carruthers, scottishPower’s hydrogen director
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thyssenKruPP industriaL soLutions

decarbonising entire supply chains requires a whole system approach –  
thyssenkrupp are developing innovative solutions to green hydrogen production,  
energy storage and manufacture sustainable chemicals. 

Their supply chain begins with a water electrolyser used to generate 
green hydrogen at scale. from this hydrogen production, there 
are a host of resources to be created. for example, green 
ammonia can be used as completely Co2-free base 
chemical or energy carrier.

thyssenkrupp emphasises the need for scalability in 
order for green raw materials to become economically 
viable. Consequently,  their electrolysers are the world’s 
largest standard modules, and therefore, can be easily 
combined to achieve capacities in the multi-megawatt  
and gigawatt range.

Continued >
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thyssenKruPP industriaL 
soLutions

hydro-Quebec:
an 88 Mw plant has been agreed upon in Varennes, Quebec, by thyssenkrupp for energy 
company Hydro-Quebec. 

•  Hydro-Québec is the largest hydropower suppliers in north america due to the enormous 
hydraulic energy resources in the province of Quebec. 

•  It is projected this project will produce 11,100 metric tonnes of green hydrogen annually.  
•  Both the hydrogen and the oxygen, by-products of the alkaline electrolysis process, will be used 

to upgrade biogas, which has been produced from residual waste, through injection into the 
biogas plant. This upgraded biofuel will then be used in the transport sector.

“Quebec as a region and Hydro-Québec as a customer offer ideal conditions for installing our 
water electrolysis technology on a multi-megawatt scale for the first time.”

denis Krude, Ceo of thyssenkrupp uhde Chlorine engineers
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miCroBenergy

microbenergy are pioneers in the Power to gas (P2g) sector, 
converting excess renewable electricity to green hydrogen and 
biomethane.

while microbenergy use renewably generated electricity to generate the stream of renewable 
hydrogen via electrolysis, they recognise the current lack of hydrogen-compatible infrastructure 
– neither the gas grid nor households are hydrogen ready. Consequently, they have developed 
a biological pathway to convert this hydrogen into renewable methane, suitable for gas grid 
injection. 

This conversion mixes the green hydrogen with a stream of Co2 gas, where specific 
microorganisms drive their reaction and the production of biomethane. Microbenergy highlight 
how their process is highly suitable for aD plants, supporting the utilisation of biogas’s bio-Co2 to 
increase the production of biomethane.

Crucially, unlike hydrogen, this biomethane is compatible with all existing gas infrastructure. It can 
be injected to grid, stored, and used whenever required.     

Continued >
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miCroBenergy

dietikon P2g plants:
•  Limeco, a swiss energy provider, has partnered with Microbenergy and schmack Biogas  

to build the world’s largest P2g plant.
•  a 2.5 Mw electrolyser can generate up to 450m3/h of green hydrogen, which will  

be combined with schmack Biogas’s bio-Co2 to create grid-ready biomethane. 

“With electricity from our waste recycling plant and sewage gas from our wastewater treatment 
plant, we supply the two most important ingredients in the power-to-gas process – and all at the 

same site! This is why the first Swiss hybrid power plant makes sense right here in Dietikon.” 
Patrik Feusi, Ceo at Limeco
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